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UFFA JENSEN, Wie die Couch nach Kalkutta kam: Eine Globalgeschichte
der frühen Psychoanalyse (Berlin: Suhrkamp Verlag, 2019), 538 pp. ISBN
978 3 518 42865 8. €28.00

As this monograph is about emotions, the best place to start is with
Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence (1973). In this work, the Yale
literary theorist argued that poets feared their poetry could be deriv-
ative of another poet’s verse, the impact of which would diminish the
quality and especially individuality of their own art. An earlier review
of Jensen’s Wie die Couch nach Kalkutta kam written by Andreas Mayer,
one of the leading historians of psychoanalysis, touches on this anxi-
ety of influence.1 Mayer suggests that Jensen ignores or remains silent
about key contributions to the ‘transnational’ history of psychoanaly-
sis and that, in doing so, the author’s claims to originality should be
questioned.

Jensen’s excellent book invites this kind of criticism. Unusually
for a book based on a Habilitation thesis, Wie die Couch nach Kalkutta
kam endeavours to appeal to both academic and non-academic audi-
ences. For scholars beholden to academic conventions such an ap -
proach might irritate; for readers keen to gain a panoramic view of
psychoanalysis in the early twentieth century this ambition succeeds
on many fronts. Divided into four sections—institutions, treatments,
emotions, politics—the work address several questions. How did
psychoanalysis manifest itself outside Vienna and Zurich, and espe-
cially in places far removed from the personal interactions that char-
acterized Freudianism in Central Europe, Britain, and the United
States? Can we speak of a psychoanalytical ‘travelling culture’ beyond
the Freudian Atlantic? How was psychoanalysis applied in Berlin,
London, and Calcutta, and how did these uses affect practitioners
and patients alike? What were the political dimensions of psycho-
analysis? And, finally, to what extent can psychoanalysis be de -
scribed as a technique that elicits or even produces emotions? 

All four sections detail the emergence, co-production, and recep-
tion of psychoanalysis since 1900. As Jensen helpfully reminds his
readers, the fact that, with few exceptions, early psychoanalysis was
shunned by the establishment facilitated its internationalization, as

1 Andreas Mayer, ‘Emotionen für die Übertragungsmaschine’, Frankfurter All -
gemeine Zeitung, 19 Mar. 2019.
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its exponents felt compelled to move beyond the confines of aca-
demic psychiatry and psychology. Although (erstwhile) colonialism,
particularly in the British and Spanish cases, had some effect on the
dissemination of psychoanalysis, its reception did not depend on the
straightforward ‘influence’ of Western on non-Western ideas. On the
contrary, the first and most serious group to discuss psychoanalysis
in Calcutta, for example, did so not so differently from the way in
which many Germans or Britons first came in touch with Freudian
concepts, namely, as part of a circle of artists, writers, and academics
who congregated to have tea, play chess, and consider the latest and
most fashionable ideas. Some of the guests would later join the
Indian Psychoanalytical Society, which was founded in 1922 as the
first non-Western psychoanalytical association. Again, one of
Jensen’s strengths is to defamiliarize the reader of some well-worn
assumptions, especially regarding the ‘European’ complexion of the
Freudian project. 

Wie die Couch nach Calcutta kam traces the way in which, once
established, psychoanalysis spread in a given setting. A substantial
number of women, for whom academia’s doors remained closed and
for whom developmental psychology became ever more interesting,
joined the movement. Early Freudians relied on private offices; as the
membership of societies expanded, institutes (to codify the means by
which psychoanalysis would be taught and exercised) and clinics (to
treat the less affluent) were founded. Other forms of dissemination
and appropriation included trips to famous authorities in the field,
the translation of seminal texts, and the publication of journals. Much
of this is well known, as is the fact that psychoanalysts continued to
practicse eclectic forms of therapy, shunning neither suggestion nor
hypnosis, in spite of Freud’s disapproval of these methods. Even so,
the book relates these facts in fascinating detail, demonstrating the
hold of hypnotherapy amongst analysts the world over as well as the
continued relevance of cathartic techniques for ‘dissidents’ such as
Sándor Ferenczi and Otto Rank. Jensen’s discussion of psychoanalyt-
ical treatments, moreover, opens up new vistas of how the circulation
of new ideas entailed the invention of new traditions. While patients
regularly lay on a couch, ideally allowing ‘regression’ to occur and
transference to ensue, in Girindrasekhar Bose’s Calcutta practice the
deck chair replaced the couch and the darkened room evoked the
hypnotic backdrops of another era. Freud’s famous divan, covered



with oriental rugs and surrounded by heavy furniture, was hardly
the norm, as modernist furniture entered the practices of analysts in
Berlin and elsewhere. 

the book’s main thesis, however, centres on emotions, and how
emotions were induced (and intended to be induced) as part of psy-
choanalytical treatments. Jensen maintains that Freud’s innovation
did not lie in interpreting dreams or unearthing the unconscious or
discovering transference, but rather in producing affects and utiliz-
ing these for the benefit of the patient. Jensen refers to Emotionstechnik
in this connection, whereby the cool, detached analyst encounters hot
emotions in the shape of love, hate, longing, fear, and resentment. Re-
enacting relationships of the past, the patient learns that these pro-
jections need not be repeated in the future, once their sources are
acknowledged and their effects subdued. Again, most psychoana-
lysts and historians of psychoanalysis would recognize this story.
Where the author differs, however, is, first, in his emphasis on the
artificial production of new emotions (therapeutic emotions, as it
were), which, in their artificiality, can be manipulated and controlled,
but which may also turn into ‘real’ emotions in the wake of analysis,
when patients continue to feel attached to their analysts; and, second,
in his insistence that we use a more neutral vocabulary whenever
examining the goings-on between analyst and analysand from a his-
torical point of view. 

Unlike Mayer, I find this perspective important, as it offers a more
inclusive language that allows for comparative lines of enquiry as
opposed to the boundary marking that comes with jargon or a pref-
erence for a history of science approach. But Mayer does have a point
when he wonders about some of the author’s claims to originality. As
much as Wie die Couch nach Kalkutta kam has a broad audience in
mind (and therefore avoids, rightly so, too great an emphasis on his-
toriographical debates), Jensen might have responded, however
briefly, to the works of several authors whose interpretations prefig-
ured or indeed resemble some of his findings. two examples should
suffice: to write about Selbsttechnologie, but not to engage with Eli
Zaretsky’s thesis on Freud’s contribution to a culture of individuali-
ty and authenticity; or to speak of early psychoanalysis’s gendered
thinking, especially regarding the rationality/emotionality binary,
without taking into account Freud’s abhorrence of unity, symbiosis,
and fusion, as documented by Joel Whitebook, do signify an anxiety
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of influence. that said, anyone interested in the emergence and dif-
fusion of psychoanalysis in the first half of the twentieth century
must read Jensen’s book.
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